
Be mindful of how you feel each day and track changes over time.

Note anything you are missing out on due to PNH, such as work or important life events.  

Pay close attention to fatigue by logging hours of sleep, how you feel, and why you may feel “out of it.”

Log emotional and mental health changes in addition to physical changes.
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“I’m 
 exhausted”

“I’m 
 hopeful”

“It helps to
  talk about it”

“No one
 get’s it”

Patient 
stories

Are there any symptoms you’ve continued to, or just started to, experience since your last visit?

Were there any daily activities you struggled with or couldn’t finish? What was the reason?

Did you miss work or cancel social events due to PNH-related symptoms? How many days or events  
were missed and why?

Are you exhausted or more tired than usual? Are you sleeping more? What activities are making  
you exhausted and how long does it take you to recover?

How have you been feeling emotionally since your last visit? (check all that apply) 

 Depressed     Stressed     Frustrated  Lonely  Distracted     Fearful       

 Overwhelmed  Anxious       Confused   Hopeful  Energized     Focused     

Here are some things to think about when keeping track in your journal of how you’re feeling:

Review your journal to note any changes since your last visit. Remember that persistent symptoms 
offer your doctor clues and could be an indicator of ongoing hemolysis

Getting started: track your well-being over time

One week before your appointment

If you’re on treatment but still experience symptoms of PNH, it may be  
caused by ongoing hemolysis. You may find this guide helpful in preparing  
for a conversation with your doctor.

Preparing for a conversation about  
PNH symptoms and hemolysis
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Visit MyPNHJournal.com to print out a wellness journal  
 to help you track and maintain wellness each week

http://www.MyPNHJournal.com


Sharing your experiences with  
PNH with your doctor
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Starting the conversation Follow-up questions for your doctor

“I’m 
 exhausted”

“I’m 
 hopeful”

“It helps to
  talk about it”

“No one
 get’s it”

Patient 
stories

Below are suggestions to help you start a conversation with your doctor. Bringing your journal to your appointment can be helpful 
when taking notes.

Every person has a different experience living with PNH. This guide is meant to provide sample conversation starters to help 
people who have ongoing PNH symptoms discuss their experiences with their doctor. Your doctor will consider a variety of test 
results and all your signs and symptoms when monitoring your PNH. This guide does not represent every person’s experience  
of living with PNH.

Research shows: Recurring symptoms may be caused by ongoing hemolysis. Talk to your 
doctor about any symptoms you may be experiencing to help determine their causes.

On the day of your appointment

Lab values

“My lab values look okay but I’m still having symptoms.”

“ Why have my lab test numbers stayed the  
same/improved if I’m not feeling better? What is  
the normal range for this lab value?”  
Learn what each lab value means at ThisisPNH.com

PNH and 
hemolysis

“I’d like to learn more about the science behind PNH.”

“ Can you explain more simply what’s happening 
in my body?” 
Learn more about the complement system and 
how it relates to hemolysis at ThisisPNH.com

       Share responses from questions 1, 2, and 3 on previous page 

“I’m experiencing fatigue, have shortness of breath, and  
can’t keep up with daily tasks like picking up the kids or  
doing laundry.”

“ Are persistent, new, or worsening symptoms 
all signs of ongoing hemolysis?”

Symptoms

Fatigue

      Share responses from questions 3 and 4 on previous page 

“I called out of work 5 days this month and I’m exhausted,  
even with 8 hours of sleep.”

“Why am I experiencing this level of fatigue?”

Quality of life

       Share responses from question 5 on previous page 

“This past month my stress and anxiety have been 
overwhelming and debilitating.”

“ How do my lab values impact how I’m feeling?”

“I’m on treatment but I’m still getting blood transfusions.” “ Can you explain why I need transfusions?”

Transfusions

http://www.ThisisPNH.com
http://www.ThisisPNH.com
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